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Building your Positioning Statement 

 
This is your statement that explains the reasons for your price increase.  
 
If you prepare your case before you speak to your buyer you will be able to speak with 
more confidence resulting in greater success. 
 
 
Definitions 
 
 
Drivers 
 
These are the causes of the price increase. Usually these will be around cost 
increases. The aim is to build agreement (a “yes” set) around the position that prices 
are going up. If your cost drivers do not match those of your buyers (they may not) find 
some examples that do. “Have you noticed the price of petrol? Every week it seems to 
costs more and more to fill my car up. Has this affected you too?” 
 
Mitigation 
 
What has your company done to spare your buyer the full impact of the drivers you 
have identified? 
 
Your buyer will expect you to be doing everything within your power to avoid 
increasing your cost t o them and the more imaginative and exhaustive your 
company’s efforts, the more your buyer will want to be associated with it. 
 
Rationale 
 
Buyers understand that companies need to return a margin to investors. They may, 
however, get a warmer feeling if the rationale you suggest, supports their longer term 
needs. Investment in R & D or customer service levels may be better received than 
increasing shareholder dividends.  
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Example 
 
Here is an example of a positioning statement  
 
 
Step One - Drivers 
 
Statement: We have experienced significant increases in our raw material costs. You 
have probably heard that ethylene oxide has increased by 47% and propylene 
oxidepolystyrene by 38%. Our factory operating costs are also affected by the 
increase in oil prices. 
 
Closed Question (seeking agreement): Have you had similar increases? 
 
  
 
Step Two - Mitigation 
 
Statement: At first, we thought that this would increase our pricing model by 19%, 
though now we’ve changed some of our manufacturing processes, and installed new 
operating software into our heating systems, we’ve been relieved to have held the 
increase to 14%. It’s been hard work! 
 
Optional/If you can refer to previous increase: Our last increase was five years 
ago, so this increase approximates to less than three percent per year. 
 
Question (seeking agreement): Have you had other increases recently? 
 
 
 
Step Three – Rationale We’ve worked hard to keep the increase to 14% which we 
calculate will be just enough to maintain our investment in R&D, and in the 
development of our 24hr service level. It’s a very tight sum though! (Or any other 
benefit that they value) 
 
 
Remember to give your buyer time to understand the logic behind your case and 
enough space to let off steam if they choose. Speak slowly, and when your buyer 
wants to speak, let them speak uninterrupted. 
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Building your own Positioning Statement 
 
 
 
 
Step One – Drivers 
 
Statement:_______________________________ 
_________________________________________ 
_________________________________________ 
_________________________________________ 
_________________________________________ 
_________________________________________ 
 
 
Closed Question (seeking agreement): Has this affected you too?  
 
Step Two - Mitigation 
 
Statement:_______________________________ 
_________________________________________ 
_________________________________________ 
_________________________________________ 
_________________________________________ 
_________________________________________ 
 
 
Optional/If you can refer to previous increase:  
 
Our last increase was ____ years ago, so this increase approximates to less than 
______ percent per year. 
 
 
Question (seeking agreement): Have you had other increases recently? 
 
Step Three – Rationale We’ve worked hard to keep the increase to [?] which we 
calculate will be enough to maintain our [valued benefit] 
_________________________________________ 
_________________________________________ 
_________________________________________ 
_________________________________________ 
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Buyers Response 
 
Switching threats 
 
Making threats about switching, costs the buyer nothing (and usually results in a 
discount), whereas actually carrying out the switching operation will involve time and 
cost (as well as risk). 
 
Research suggests that professional buyers only switch to a competitor 10% of the 
time. The reason? Switching is not that simple. Unless you are negotiating at the time 
of a category review, the chances are, your buyer does not have an alternative 
adequately researched to switch to.  
 
The more you understand your competitors’ offer, and where your company’s offer is 
superior, the easier it is to explore the cost of switching with your buyer. 
 
How to handle these threats? 
 
Referring to other buyer groups 
 
You can help influencers from one buying group to sell your position into a second 
buying group, by giving them the specific and relevant “benefit solves problem” 
scenarios. Chose problems that are relevant to the second group’s situation. 
 
 
How to Persuade 
 
Isolate the cost of the increase 
 
A 3% increase on an overall account of £40,000 is  £1,200. 
 
You can do this conversationally. Wrap it up with a product benefit that your 
competitor cannot match you on. 
 
When I calculate this out, based on last year’s sales figures of £40,000, the 3% 
increase is £1,200… for a product that gives you the abc benefit… which is worth how 
much to you? 
 
 
Reduce the size of the commitment 
 
If you are struggling to get a commitment for a longer term (say a year), suggest 
something smaller, something that a “reasonable” buyer (if there is such a thing) 
would be uncomfortable saying no to you for. 
 
Howabout you give it a go for the next three months, and then we can review the 
product line then? 
 
The chances are, in three months time, the business discussion will have moved on to 
other things. Your competitors offer may have deteriorated, your company’s product 
offer may have technically improved.  
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Metaphor and Analogy 
 
Metaphors help us make sense of complex dynamics in our life. They are like a 
shorthand which we all recognize and accept the wisdom of. It’s like….  
 
Yes you can find something that’s cheaper, we both know that, and for some things 
you know that cheap is OK, and for others, you know it has to be 
good/safe/dependable/reliable [pick the most suitable] 
  
When you play these, slow your voice down to give your buyer the time to keep up.  
 
You’ll notice that if you’ve played this well, your buyer will go quiet as he makes the 
connection between your analogy and your price proposition. 
 
This is like a closing line, so you know what follows. Yes, once you’ve delivered it, 
shut up and wait for the response. Don’t interrupt. 
 
 
Third Party References 
 
People like to follow the crowd and are reassured that their own behaviour follows the 
norm. 
 
You are right to be concerned, most of our other buyers were too. And then when they 
considered all the benefits that our offer gives them, they reluctantly accepted the 
increase. They knew the cost pressure we’re under, they understood. 
 
 
Warping time 
 
You can use your sentence construction to change your buyer’s perception of time. 
 
Even though right now this may look difficult, in a year’s time, when we look back at 
this, in the great scheme of the all business we do together, this will look OK. 
 
 
 

 
  


